Contour Recline Vertex

A procedure chair with accurate head positioning and clear access.

Features

• Treatment and transfer chair with infinitely adjustable headrest for Eye, ENT, Plastics and Dental
• Ultra thin headrest design for best surgeon clearance
• Choice of flat or scalloped head cushion
• 460 - 840mm height range with lie-flat and forward / reverse tilt
• 780 x 1150mm overall size sitting (1760mm lying)
• 100mm thick premium, removable mattress cushion
• User friendly, long life battery operation
• 300kg weight capacity
• Glide-away dropsides
• Steer/brake pedals on both sides
• Sockets on all four corners for many accessories
• Twin wheel 150mm castors
• Choice of 7 dropside armrest colours for easy identification
• MADE IN QUEENSLAND

Product Code

• MPC-C-REVE

Summary

A surgeon must be comfortable and completely sure of the supporting equipment used during delicate surgery procedures.

The rigid locking headrest on this chair is designed slimline with excellent leg clearance, bringing the patient close to help reduce back and neck strain whilst performing surgery. Quickly and safely position a patient’s head to exactly where it needs to be with the fully adjustable locking system. Choose between scalloped head cushions or a standard flat surface for use with ring positioners and add specialised accessories to enhance surgical precision and patient support during recovery.

"The best brands, at your fingertips"

selectpatientcare.com.au